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low levodopa dosage from the start can pay Witnesses to changes of emphasis, the
rich dividends in terms of good response, contributions record the rise and fall of
few side effects, and stable control for various subjects. For instance, capsaicin
many years. did not even appear in the index of the
A few facts are wrong: levodopa, at least Proceedings of the previous World Con-

initially, decreases rather than increases gress held in 1978, whereas in the present
rapid eye movement sleep, and bromocrip- Proceedings three papers are now devoted
tine does cause a rise in growth hormone to the "hot" component in peppers. Com-
levels in normal subjects and those with pared to the rise-in interest of this selective
Parkinson's disease. However, with experi- neurotoxin, an important "fall" is
ence of levodopa dating from 1961, this is a documented in the contribution by Erick-
book for all clinicians who treat Parkin- son and Long which deals with a 10 year
son's disease. One of the world experts on follow-up of dorsal column stimulation; the
the art of Breughel, stricken with Parkin- authors suggest from their own experience
son's disease, can still appreciate the glori- "that the surgical implantation of dorsal
ous Kunhistorisches pictures iargely due to column stimulators does not provide last-
the work of the authors of this book. Vie- ing pain relief".
nna is indeed a beautiful city. This important book is expensive. It is

JD PARKES however the best summary of work in the
field of pain in 1981 and is well indexed

Advances in Pain Research & Therapy, and beautifully produced. Is there no way a
Vol 5) (Proceedings of the Third World book such as this can appear more quickly?
Congress on Pain). Edited by John J GD SCHOTr
Bonica, Ulf Lindblom & Ainsley Iggo. (Pp
990; $109.12.) New York: Raven Press,
1982. Progress in Cholinergic Biology: Model

Cholinergic Synapses. Edited by Israel
Encompassed within this volume almost 5 Hanin and Alan M Goldberg. (Pp 381;
cm thick and containing about 1,000 pages $85.56.) New York, Raven Press, 1982.
are the Proceedings of the Third World
Congress on Pain held in Edinburgh in Cholinergic synapses exhibit such a diverse
September 1981. The book provides an morphology and physiology that the par-
invaluable summary of what is going on in ticipants at conferences extolling the vir-
pain research and therapy, or more accu- tues of their favourite preparation hardly
rately, what was going on when the papers seem to be speaking the same language. In
were prepared-now some 2 years ago. principle then, a volume that attempts to
Readers interested in pain topics come compare and contrast the properties of var-
from so many different fields that it is only ious cholinergic preparations is to be wel-
with a book such as this that a broad view comed. This book contains much useful
can be obtained, and there is something (or information about several experimental
many things) for everyone. For those systems. But there are significant gaps;
interested in a summary of the state of the does not the caudate nucleus for example,
art, the publication of 29 papers presented deserve to be considered as a model
by invitation at the plenary sessions pro- cholinergic tissue of functional impor-
vides authoritative accounts by disting- tance?
uished authors on many key subjects, However, my main disappointment was
which range from an update on opioid pep- that the contributors have not been per-
tides and pain (Kosterlitz) to the effects of suaded to try and systematise the basic
deafferentation (Kerr; Wall), and from information they present. For example, it is
neuropeptides and pain pathways (H6kfelt crucial for any comparison of cholinergic
and colleagues) to therapies of pain due to preparations that information about the
spinal root avulsions (Wynn Parry). Every number of terminals, their dimensions and
reader will come across papers of particular their acetylcholine content be presented.
personal interest; this reviewer was pleased But only a minority of contributors actually
to see the clinical papers on a technique for give an explicit value even for the ACh
recording somatosensory evoked potentials content of the tissue!
from within the anterolateral quadrant of The research worker who wishes to
the human spinal cord (Campbell and Lip- attempt a comparison must then refer to
ton), on retrogasserian glycerol injection in the original papers and older reviews. This
the treatment of tic douloureux (Hakan- volume will help him to do that but the title
son), and on selective stimulation of sen- promises more.
sory units in man (Torebjork and Ochoa). RM MARCHBANKS
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Jargonaphasia. Edited by Jason W Brown.
(Pp 329; $29.50.) New York: Academic
Press, 1981.

The contributors to Jargonaphasia include
some of the world's leading researchers in
this field, and the volume well reflects the
advances which can be made by the mul-
tidisciplinary examination of aphasic syn-
dromes. The 13 chapters consider the sub-
ject from the perspectives of neurology,
psychiatry, psychology, phonetics, linguis-
tics and speech-language therapy. It is
therefore fitting that the volume serves as a
commemoration of the eminent French
neurologist, Theophilus Alajouanine, who
was one of the founders of the science
which now calls itself neurolinguistics, and
who first established its interdisciplinary
nature through his collaboration with a
psychologist and a phonetician.

Five main approaches may be traced in
the volume. Lecours et al and Brown use
detailed case studies to exemplify varieties
of jargon. Weinstein and Zaimov and
Temp share the psychiatrist's orientation.
Kertesz searches for neuroanatomical cor-
relations. At least three chapters explore
jargonaphasia in terms of psycholinguistic
models (those by Buckingham, by Butter-
worth et al and by Green). The phonetic-
linguistic analysis of the speech of a jar-
gonaphasic is the topic of chapters by
Perecman and Brown and by Anderson.
One reason, however, why multidiscipli-
nary collections of papers devoted to one
acquired language-disorder syndrome are
thin on the ground emerges early in the
book, and that is the difficulty of arriving at
a consensus of opinion as to the definition
of the syndrome. Brown might have saved
the reader some puzzlement if he had ack-
nowledged this more clearly in his intro-
ductory chapter, rather than commenting
on the challenges to his own interpretation
offered -by the volume's main chapters.
The dominant taxonomy of the book dis-

tinguishes four categories of jargon: (1)
Phonemic jargon, consisting of the produc-
tion of long, fluent strings of sounds with
no recognisable words. The utterance can
be segmented into word-like units, how-
ever, through intonation and other
phonological and prosodic cues; (2)
Semantic jargon, in which there are few
non-dictionary words or neologisms,
though this anomalous speech has little
intelligible content; (3) Neologistic jargon,
which consists of neologisms, but retains
grammatical words and inflections which
indicate that the majority of these
neologisms occur in slots where a noun
would be expected; (4) Restricted-
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